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Abstract 
 
 Perceived neutral (brightness, lightness or gray) scale depends upon luminance, e.g., 
of visual targets, their adjoining background(s).   Just-noticeable differences (JNDs) of 
target gray scale accumulate as target luminance diverges from background luminance.  
Luminance is continuous.  Gray scale is continuous.  Therefore it is intriguing to consider 
the slope of self-luminous gray scale: the ratio of changes of gray scale JNDs to small 
changes of target luminance (at fixed background luminance).   
 Eric Heinemann1 offered experimental data on the slope of the self-luminous 
brightness scale (versus target log luminance, for several fixed background luminances), 
which he filed with the U.S. Library of Congress.  By applying the chain rule, we can 
convert these to slope estimates versus target luminance. Paul Whittle2 later published a 
logarithmic formula (based upon his own data from a different experimental paradigm 
than Heinemann’s) for cumulative self-luminous brightness scale as a function of target 
and background luminances.  By transforming Heinemann’s data to slopes versus 
luminance, and by differentiating Whittle’s formula with respect to target luminance, we 
obtain two independent estimates of the slope of self-luminous neutral scale.   
 When plotted against each other (see Figure 1), these independent estimates (for the 
same target and background luminances) correlate 0.937 for 156 observations by 
Heinemann’s two observers, or 0.966 if the data from the two observers are averaged.   
 The results encourage calculation of self-luminous neutral scale, and they support the 
concept of neutral scale as a cumulative continuous (integrable and differentiable)  
quantity.     



 

Figure 1. Independent estimates of the slope of neutral scale:  Ordinate is derived 
from Heineman 1961, i.e., the inverse of the increment threshold.  Abscissa is the 
definition of derivative applied to Whittle’s1992 logarithmic brightness formula.  
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